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draws your attention to some of the high risks associated with warrants. The risks attaching to instruments and transactions of this kind are usually different 
from, and can be much greater than, those attached to securities such as shares, loan stock and bonds, such transactions often having the characteristics 
of speculation as opposed to investment. Warrants may involve a high degree of 'gearing' or 'leverage'. This means that a small movement in the price of 
the underlying asset may have a disproportionately dramatic effect on your investment. A relatively small adverse movement in the price of the underlying 
asset can result in the loss of the whole of your original investment. Moreover, because of the limited life of warrants, they may expire worthless. A warrant 
is a right to subscribe for shares, debentures, loan stock or government securities, usually exercisable against the original issuer of the securities. Because of 
the high degree of gearing which they may involve, the prices of warrants can be volatile. Accordingly, you should not buy warrants with money you cannot 
afford to lose. You run an extra risk of losing money when you buy shares in certain smaller companies including ‘penny shares’. There is a big difference 
between the buying price and the selling price of these shares. If you have to sell them immediately, you may get back much less than you paid for them. 
The price may change quickly, it may go down as well as up, and you may not get back the full amount invested. It may be difficult to sell or realise the 
investment. Because of the volatile nature of the investment, a fall in its value could result in your recovering nothing at all. Changes in rates of exchange may 
have an adverse effect on the value or price of the investment in sterling terms. As with other investments, transactions in warrants, shares, and investment 
trusts may also have tax consequences and on these you should consult your tax adviser.   Securitised Derivatives: these instruments may give you a time-
limited right to acquire or sell one or more types of instrument which is normally exercisable against someone other than the issuer of that investment. 
Or they may give you rights under a contract for differences which allow for speculation on fluctuations in the value of the property of any description 
or an index, such as the FTSE 100 Index. In both cases, the investment or property may be referred to as the “underlying instrument.” These instruments 
often involve a high degree of gearing or leverage, so that a relatively small movement in the price of the underlying investment results in a much larger 
movement, favourable or unfavourable, in the price of the instrument. The price of these instruments can therefore be volatile. These instruments have 
a limited life, and may (unless there is some form of guaranteed return to the amount you are investing in the product) expire worthless if the underlying 
instrument does not perform as expected. You should only buy this product if you are prepared to sustain a total loss of the money you have invested plus 
any commission or other transaction charges. You should consider carefully whether or not this product is suitable for you in light of your circumstances and 
financial position, and if in any doubt please seek professional advice.  We have taken all reasonable care to ensure that all statements of fact and opinion 
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Like a boxer on the ropes, equity markets have been reeling again over the last month as the punches have kept 
on coming.  More poor data from China, the Volkswagen corporate fraud scandal, and serious concerns over the 
debt position at Glencore have shaken the resolve of investors to stay in the market.  The FTSE 100 Index has 
dropped back below the 6000 level and many call warrants have found it tough going.  We have some good news 
though, in the form of a new issue of subscription shares from Utilico Emerging Markets, and actually we have 
some decent performances to report on too.

This month we also return to our annual ‘CFP Range Analysis’ for corporate warrants that allows us to consider 
current valuations in a twelve-month context, we discuss the imminent expiry of JPMorgan Overseas subscription 
shares, report on interesting updates from India Capital Growth Fund and Raven Russia, and we investigate covered 
warrants on Apple in the hunt for some juicy value.

There are no great changes in the average figures this month, but we do note that the average time to expiry for 
covered warrants is just a year shorter now than for corporate warrants.  There was a long period when these two 
market segments were much further apart – when corporate warrants were much more of a longer-term bet than 
covered warrants.  

M A R K E T   S T A T I S T I C S

Corporate Warrants      Covered Warrants
Average Warrant Price: 19p    SG Issues:   333
Average Premium:  15.60%    Calls:    279
Average Final Exercise Date: 17th September 2017 Puts:    54
Average Gearing Factor: 11.5 times    Average Final Exercise Date: 9th September 2016
Average Capital Fulcrum Point: 8.36%    Median Effective Leverage: 5.25 times
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All three of the risers in the corporate warrants market were in our list of undervalued warrants in the ‘Technical 
Merit’ section last month, so we are pleased to see all three buck the downward market trend.  On the way down, 
we said a month ago that Atlas Mara warrants (ATMW) were “more likely to feature again amongst the fallers in 
coming months”, and so it has proven.  They are down by a third.

C O R P O R A T E   W A R R A N T S   -   M A J O R   P R I C E   C H A N G E S

One Month
 
Rises 
 
VietNam Holding 41.7%
Gresham House 32.9%
JPMorgan Smaller Cos 26.8%

Falls 
 
JPMorgan Overseas -54.2%
Aberdeen LatinAm Inc -39.8%
Atlas Mara -33.3%
Polar Cap Glbl Financials -32.1%
India Capital Growth -26.5%
BlackRock Greater Europe -19.0%
JPMorgan Japan Smaller -7.6%
Raven Russia -6.8%
Standard Life Equity Inc -4.6%
Fidelity Jap Values -3.0%

Three Months
 
Rises 
 
Arria NLG  45.5%
JPMorgan Smaller Cos 39.6%
Gresham House 31.2%
India Capital Growth 4.2%
Standard Life Equity Inc 2.3%

Falls 
 
JPMorgan Overseas -82.5%
Aberdeen LatinAm Inc -53.7%
Fidelity Jap Values -46.3%
JPMorgan Japan Smaller -43.5%
Polar Cap Glbl Financials -43.5%
Atlas Mara  -42.9%
BlackRock Greater Europe -38.1%
VietNam Holding -26.1%
Raven Russia  -12.7%
Artemis Alpha  -5.0%
Ground Rents Income -1.9%

Twelve Months

Rises 
 
Ground Rents Income 71.0%
Standard Life Equity Inc 31.2%
Myanmar Investments 30.0%

Falls 
 
Aberdeen LatinAm Inc -93.3%
Atlas Mara -90.0%
JPMorgan Overseas -78.8%
Arria NLG -78.7%
Polar Cap Glbl Financials -59.6%
Artemis Alpha -56.3%
Raven Russia -40.9%
Fidelity Jap Values -34.9%
India Capital Growth -30.6%
BlackRock Greater Europe -25.0%

Things don’t seem to have improved for the bank Standard Chartered, where the shares were hurt badly in August 
and again in September.  A potentially toxic combination of further regulatory fines, trouble in Asia, and perhaps 
a need for more capital means there are plenty of reasons for investors to avoid the shares.  A full strategic review 
is pending that might include some more bad news, we'll see.  The company's new chief executive Bill Winters has 
promised “I intend to announce a clear plan of action by the year end”, so we won't have to wait too long.  For now, 
the broker Jefferies International has reiterated its ‘underweight’ rating and has a price target of 602p, implying 
there may still be some further downside.  The shares have slumped from almost £11 in mid June to 625p now, 
not helped when the dividend was halved in August, and their 18% fall over the last month has spurred the SF94 
Standard Chartered 8.00 18-Dec-15 put warrants to an 84% gain.  

Vodafone is another notable faller – its shares dropped after the company disappointed the market with news it 
had ended its asset swap talks with the US firm Liberty Global, without any agreement.  A 9.15% fall in the share 
price to 204p means that the SL03 Vodafone 2.00 18-Dec-15 puts are tantalisingly close to achieving intrinsic value.

C O V E R E D    W A R R A N T S    M O N T H L Y    M O V E R S
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M A R K E T    V I E W 

In the list of fallers, apart from call warrants on Standard Chartered, the decline of call warrants on Brent Crude 
Oil is the other outstanding feature.  At a price below US$50 per barrel, the price of oil has remained well below 
the strike price for many covered warrants that were issued some time ago.  The ratings agency Standard & Poors 
(S&P) has just cut its average 2015 price forecast for Brent Crude to US$50 and for US crude to US$45 a barrel, 
both down by US$5 from its previous forecast. For 2016, S&P sees Brent at US$55 and WTI prices at US$50 a barrel.  
The Economic Times reports that “more than ten major international financial institutions have cut their oil price 
forecasts over the last month citing weak market fundamentals and the recent slowdown in the Chinese economy.”  
S&P made the point that there has not been a significant decline in US oil production even though the market price 
is below some production costs.  They note that some producers have price hedging in place at higher prices, making 
it economically feasible for them to continue drilling.

We might well have been braced for a nasty cut in the value of the portfolio again this month, but good gains 
from two of our five holdings actually mean the portfolio rose by £621.82 (4.91%) over the month.  That’s an 
excellent result.

 W A R R A N T S   A L E R T   T R A D I N G   P O R T F O L I O   (4)
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We have been happy to hold JPMorgan Smaller Companies subscription shares (JMIS) on what we have regarded as 
a cheap technical rating, and with some degree of separation from the large macro factors that have been weighing 
on stockmarkets.  Of course the trust is not immune from the all-encompassing influence of China, or from concerns 
over interest rates, commodity prices, corporate fraud, or how Europe is dealing with the migrant crisis.  Smaller 
companies can sometimes work quietly away in their industries though, with the successful ones growing steadily in 
spite of whatever macro headwinds might be blowing.  In its August factsheet, JPMorgan Smaller Companies notes 
that its most significant positive contributor was OneSavings Bank, a UK challenger bank operating under the Kent 
Reliance brand, which delivered a very strong set of first half figures, resulting in significant upgrades to forecasts 
from analysts.  A contrast leaps to mind with Standard Chartered, the giant bank battling potential fines that have 
sprung from unwise international operations, and more general worries about Asia.  Right now, we would rather 
be invested in UK smaller companies, carefully chosen using a fundamental bottom-up process and with plenty of 
diversification.

Given its remarkably resilient performance over the past couple of months, we must of course have a check on 
valuations here to make sure neither the ordinary shares nor the subscription shares themselves have become 
unreasonably distanced from the underlying asset value.  We suggested last month that the trust’s discount to net 
asset value of 16.4% had scope to narrow against a sector average of 8.8%, but of course we wouldn’t want that 
to happen too quickly, in which case a change might be unsustainable.  We also want to see that the trust’s recent 
improvement in performance is being maintained.  Over the last month the trust is ranked fourth out of 14 peers 
by NAV performance, so that’s a good outcome, and with regards to the discount the figures also stack up nicely. 
The discount has narrowed slightly to 14.8% against a peer group average that has widened to 10.8%, but this trust 
has the widest discount in the entire group, which does not look merited.  Our view is that there should be further 
to travel here in terms of discount narrowing.  Finally, there is the valuation on the subscription shares themselves, 
which have of course enjoyed an excellent rally.  They do not look overvalued though, and the strong performance is 
really explained by the high level of gearing.  At a mid-price of 52p the subscription shares offer gearing of 16.9 times 
for a CFP of 5.85%, which still OFFERS GREAT VALUE in our opinion.  As before, we are content to carry on holding 
these subscription shares in the knowledge that the figures all line up favourably.  Of course that is no guarantee of 
success, but we do think it skews the odds in our favour.  

It would be naïve to think these subscription shares could not be caught by a sell-off though, and with their high level 
of gearing there is a chance of a nasty shock that could quickly erase the recent gains.  We are raising the stop-loss 
from 30p to 40p to provide some protection.

Our new SM29 Nikkei 225 Index 10,000 10-Jun-16 calls have not started particularly well, dropping by nearly 8% 
(taking the value from the bid price), but we are comforted by the strong technical value on offer here.  Again, we 
won’t take that for granted, and think it is worth checking.  With the index at 17,430 that implies 7430 points of 
intrinsic value, which we divide by the GBP/JPY exchange rate of ¥182.45, which is £40.72.  Sure enough, the price 
of the warrants is £40.71 to £40.74, so it is bang on this intrinsic value, without any premium, but with 2.3 times 
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gearing.  We think these warrants offer strong value for both investors and for traders, who could take advantage 
of that tight dealing spread to make shorter-term decisions.  The stop-loss here can stay at £35.00.

Standard Life Equity Income subscription shares (SLES) have fallen over the month, but not badly.  Nothing has 
changed here to alter our view – we think this is a solid trust with undervalued and under-appreciated subscription 
shares affording us the opportunity to gain mainstream UK exposure at a very good price.  The subscription shares, 
at a mid-price of 113.5p, are trading on a small discount, offering gearing of 3.8 times for a CFP of -0.59%.  Unless 
we turn negative on the UK, we cannot really see ourselves selling these any time soon – as our CFP range analysis 
indicates, this cheap valuation is entirely ‘normal’ for these subscription shares, and so we don’t hold these in 
anticipation of a re-rating; we hold them to benefit from the expected underlying returns, with the gearing thrown 
in for nothing.  The main reason for selling, in the context of this portfolio, would be a big market dislocation, and 
that’s why we maintain the stop-loss at 100p. 

We have conducted a new Black-Scholes valuation for the Vietnam Holding warrants (VNHW).  The three-year 
volatility for the underlying shares is actually very low at 12.34% – not necessarily what you might expect – meaning 
that the valuation comes in at just US$0.03 for the warrants.  That is well below the market price of US$0.085, but 
we would be wary of taking it too literally.  We have been pleased by a strong bounce in the warrants this month, 
and whilst we will definitely be keeping an eye on the CFP of 12.11% to make sure it doesn’t creep too much higher, 
we are satisfied that our original reasons for buying remain valid.  There is no stop-loss here because of the wide 
dealing spread and the high level of gearing.  This was a slightly smaller investment for the portfolio (definitely 
smaller now), and we are prepared to accept the risk and take our chances.

Buying the LC41 Whitbread 30 18-Dec-15 calls last month, we labelled them as ‘attractively-valued’, and we would 
stick by that tag now.  The underlying shares are at £46.88, meaning that these warrants have £16.88 of intrinsic 
value, which we must divide by the parity of 10 to reach £1.688.  The market price is right at that level, so there is no 
premium but we get the 2.7x gearing for free.  One interesting point that has arisen in the news about Whitbread – 
which operates the Costa Coffee outlets and Premier Inn hotels – is that it employs a lot of lower-paid staff that will 
need pay rises for the company to comply with new requirements for the national living wage.  The company has 
said it will take on fewer staff as a result, but should be able to cope with the extra £15m-£20m in costs by cutting 
costs elsewhere.  The company’s chief executive Andy Harrison has reassured the market that “we are on track to 
deliver full-year expectations as well as ambitious growth milestones.”  Our stop-loss for the covered warrants can 
remain unchanged at £1.25.

In view of the market’s continuing jitters we are pleased we did not go ‘all in’ with our cash balance last month.  
We want to commit some more of our cash balance now, but without taking on too much extra risk.  Accordingly, 
we are opting for a short-term bet on the world’s largest company by market capitalisation, Apple.  We are buying 
600 of the LC60 Apple 42.857 18-Dec-15 calls at £3.151, with a stop-loss at £2.60.  These covered warrants offer 
moderate gearing of 1.6 times, but we feel they put our money to work in a sensible way that can complement the 
portfolio’s other holdings.

This month we’re returning to the CFP range analysis for corporate warrants we first introduced in October 2012 
and revisited in September 2013 and September 2014. This is a relatively new form of analysis for us, using 
historic CFP ranges to gauge whether current valuations are cheap or expensive on that basis. As regular readers 
will know, we find the capital fulcrum point (CFP) to be the most important indicator of technical value when 
assessing corporate warrants, but we also think it is wrong to consider the figures in absolute terms. Context is 

C F P   R A N G E   A N A L Y S I S
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always important. In the warrants market, some warrants and subscription shares seem perpetually cheap in 
technical terms, whilst others can look relatively attractive at higher levels. We feel this analysis helps us to look 
at the market from a slightly different angle to usual.

Following the same methodology as before, we have compiled monthly data on the CFPs for every warrant over 
the last year, calculated the high and low points, and then plotted them on a chart in a similar way to the lines on a 
‘candlestick’ technical chart. The result, for each warrant, is a vertical line showing the range from the lowest observed 
CFP over the last twelve months to the highest, with a small horizontal line bisecting it at the point of the current 
CFP. This enables us to see at a glance whether the current CFP is high or low in relation to its recent history. In case 
that is hard to follow, there is a copy of the chart we created for this year below.  We have eliminated outliers, such 
as those with CFPs in excess of 100% or those where we do not have at least six months of data.  One small benefit 
of the reduced number of warrants is that the chart is now much easier to read.

We can comment on each warrant in turn.  Starting with Artemis Alpha Trust subscription shares (ATSS), the chart 
shows their current CFP (the horizontal line) bisects the range (vertical line) near the top, indicating the subscription 
shares are relatively expensive at present.  The current CFP of 17.14% is indeed towards the top of the twelve-month 
range between 10.02% and 17.24%, and above the average of 12.82%.  The trust has been exposed to the oil services 
sector, which has performed badly, and the ordinary shares are down over the last year, hence the rise in the CFP.  
We feel it is too high now for us to recommend the subscription shares, although we think the managers are strong 
enough to emerge from this rough patch.

Atlas Mara warrants (ATMW) have never been a favourite of ours, and that seems unlikely to change.  With the 
ordinary shares down by another 19.2% over the last month to US$4.56 they are now considerably less than half of 
the US$11.50 exercise price, and we think you would need to be quite an optimist to expect a recovery of sufficient 
magnitude.  The CFP has been rising as the share price has dropped, and is right at the top of its very wide range now.  
In December last year the CFP was only 14.27%, but the severity of the share price fall means it has now jumped to 
93.76%.  The delta derived from the Black-Scholes formula indicates the warrants have only a 3% chance of success 
at this point: we would continue to AVOID them.

European markets have just been shaken by the Volkswagen scandal, making life more difficult for BlackRock Greater 
Europe subscription shares (BRGS).  After Greece and the migration crisis, this was all European bourses needed.  It 
was not just VW shares that plunged – the prospect of a widespread investigation into emissions testing and greater 
future costs for all car makers contributed to serious losses for Peugeot in France, Daimler in Germany, and Fiat 
Chrysler in Italy.  The trust’s ordinary shares are slightly out-of-the-money now, at 233p against the 248p exercise 
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price, and the subscription shares have found themselves on a higher CFP as a result, now 19.99%.  Its average 
for the last year is only just over half that level, although of course the gearing is higher now too, at 23 times.  We 
would say these subscription shares are probably close to being fairly priced – perhaps overvalued by just a penny 
or two – but that with high figures for the gearing and CFP, they offer an elevated risk/reward profile.  Either way, 
an investment now could end in tears – of joy, or of pain.  The subscription shares are due to expire at the end of 
April of next year, so we have seven months of action before we reach the result.

Fidelity Japanese Values subscription shares (FJVW) are in a very similar position, with the same expiry date and 
the underlying shares just slightly further out-of-the-money (standing at 87% of the exercise price of 86.5p against 
94% for BlackRock Greater Europe).  As you can see from the chart, these subscription shares too are standing on 
their highest CFP all year, at 34.40%, a far cry from their CFP of just 6.61% as recently as April.  At 2.765p we think 
they could be an interesting speculation, and could even produce a spectacular return if the Japanese market rallies 
strongly, but that potential again comes with a high degree of risk.  Our calculations indicate a delta of 0.31, suggesting 
a 69% chance of worthless expiry.  

The story is different for Gresham House warrants (GHEW), where the company is making good progress in its 
transformation.  We outlined the company’s history and the proposed form of its next chapter in the August 2014 and 
November 2014 newsletters, since when Gresham has been in the process of divesting itself of its old property assets 
and becoming a boutique asset management firm.  It is still early days, but Gresham’s interim results announcement 
on 23rd September indicated that everything is on track.  What impressed us as well is that this period of flux is 
not proving costly to the balance sheet, as can sometimes be the case for companies working their way through a 
period of change, with additional costs sometimes not matched by revenue flows.  The company actually made a 
small operating profit in the first half of 2015, managed to increase its net asset value very slightly, and finished the 
period with a healthy cash balance of £10.7m.

Much of this decent financial news was down to a recovery in the value of the company’s holding in SpaceandPeople 
plc, a listed retail marketing firm that suffered a difficult 2014 but has since picked up a valuable contract with Network 
Rail and seen a strong share price performance.  Gresham was the third-largest shareholder in SpaceandPeople, 
although it has now swapped these shares for a holding in SPARK Ventures.  In terms of activity though, it was 
more important that Gresham’s new strategic equity division picked up a management mandate and became the 
investment adviser to SPARK, now very much the public face of its new business.  The company has also sold its 
land at Newton le Willows to the housebuilder Persimmon, realising £7.25m net.  We can expect this cash to be 
redeployed in the fledgeling asset management operations, perhaps for small acquisitions or to cover expenses 
whilst the new management team puts its experience to work.

Gresham’s shares, up by 5% over the month to 315p, now stand very close to the exercise price of 323.27p, and the 
warrants have jumped by 32.9% to 50.5p.  On this mid-price the CFP is only 4.83%, but we must recognise the wide 
dealing spread on these illiquid warrants, currently 43p-58p.  That is a disincentive to dealing, although the CFP 
only rises to 5.54% if we use the offer price of 58p.  As this business develops – it hopes to receive FCA permissions 
in the fourth quarter – so we think it should then become more possible to really gauge its prospects for success as 
an asset manager.  The warrants run until the end of 2019, so they have some time, and for the moment we think 
we want to keep a CLOSE WATCHING BRIEF on the company.

This chart is encouraging, of course, indicating the warrants are trading on their lowest CFP all year, although the 
warrants have never looked particularly expensive with a peak CFP of 7.52% and an average of 6.12%.

Ground Rents Income is a generally dull proposition for warrant investors.  It is an income-oriented company that will 
only really generate any meaningful capital gains as a serendipitous windfall.  As the thin line on the chart illustrates, 
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the warrants (GRIW) trade close to par, occasionally moving slightly above parity, but barely.  The current CFP of 
0.37% is in line with its twelve-month average, so this apparently cheap valuation does not excite us.

We can see reasons why India Capital Growth Fund subscription shares (IGCS) ought to trade on a lower rating than 
many others, particularly because of their early-redemption clause.  The trust can call the subscription shares for 
early exercise once the ordinary shares have exceeded the exercise price of 61p by at least 5% for ten consecutive 
trading days.  The shares are below this level now, but this clause provides for the possibility, at least, of an early 
redemption and capped upside potential as a result.  We don’t like the clause, and would demand a cheaper rating 
for these subscription shares as a result.  The subscription shares are low-priced, at 3.125p, on a horrible dealing 
spread of 2p-4.25p, and in spite of high gearing of 18.7 times we would say the current rating hardly looks compelling.  
The CFP of 11.98% is above its twelve-month average of 9.26%.

JPMorgan Overseas subscription shares (JMOS) expire at the end of this month (October), and as we explained last 
month, the market tumble could not have come at a worse moment.  From looking reasonably secure (although 
always high risk) at the start of August with 71.5p of intrinsic value, and trading on a discount at that time, it is now 
absolutely touch-and-go whether or not the subscription shares will be worth anything on expiry, and their CFP has 
jumped up as a result.  The current position is that the ordinary shares are at 964.75p against the 986p exercise 
price, so 21.25p the wrong side.  The subscription shares are 11p on the mid-price (the dealing spread is very 
wide, at 7p-15p), meaning the gearing is a huge 87.7 times and the CFP is 47.93%, well above the 26.28% it hit last 
month.   Here, of course, the real question is not the technical valuation, as looking at an annualised rate of growth 
is not especially appropriate when the remaining life is less than a month.  The real question here is whether global 
markets are going up or down over the next four weeks, and to us, that’s an impossible question to answer with 
any degree of reason.  These subscription shares could produce a 100% loss or a 100% gain (or more), depending 
on the overall short-term trend.  They are a pure gamble in our view, at this point, and so our only advice is to make 
sure you execute any deals with firm eye on that elevated spot on the risk/reward spectrum – these are definitely 
not for the faint-hearted.

A month ago we said we were warming slightly to the prospects for Myanmar Investments warrants (MILW), and you 
can see from the chart that the warrants are generally modestly valued, on a single-digit CFP, or even on a discount.  
The CFP range over the last year is between -5.59% and 7.96%, with an average of 3.99%.  The warrants are close 
to that now, just above the average, on a CFP of 5.35%, and on technical grounds we think the pricing is more than 
acceptable.  We have had plenty of reservations about both the likelihood of profits from Myanmar generally and 
about the slow pace of investment more specifically, but at least that latter point is being addressed satisfactorily now.

The entry for Polar Capital Financials subscription shares (PCFS) is notable for its small size on the chart.  Contrary 
to what you might initially believe, about financials being volatile and great uncertainty causing bank shares to 
move about considerably from day to day, that is certainly not true for the shares in this trust or the valuation of 
its subscription shares.  The CFP range for the last twelve months is between 6.16% and 10.95%, and as we might 
expect in view of weak markets, the current rating is currently at the top end.  For what it’s worth, this perhaps 
tells us the price is not a great bargain at present, but we think the real message here is about the consistency of 
valuation over time.

That’s not the same for Raven Russia warrants (RUSW), where the valuation has fluctuated massively over the last 
twelve months, in a very wide range.  The twelve-month CFP range is between -0.64% and 26.13%, and is especially 
notable because there was long period when the ordinary shares and the warrants exhibited a very close relationship 
indeed.  That link seems to have been broken, and the warrants have been much less volatile than the ordinary 
shares of late, perhaps because of their less liquid nature.  In effect the warrants have been much more resilient 
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than we might have expected, and this has resulted in a sharp rise in the CFP to levels we consider unsustainable and 
unattractive.  With gearing of 1.4 times and a CFP of 26.13% - at its high for the year – we rate the warrants a DEFINITE 
SELL.  Of course the underlying shares might recover from their current weakness, but if that is your view we think 
you are likely to be better off with those ordinary shares rather than the warrants.  We think there is a considerable 
risk of a big sell-off in the warrants here, and we think they are probably only worth HALF of their current 27.5p.

Raven Russia shares (left-hand scale) and warrants (right-hand scale), five years.  Source: ADVFN/McHattie Group.

Last but not least we have Standard Life Equity Income subscription shares (SLES), which seem perpetually cheap to 
us.  These subscription shares have traded on a discount since December 2014, averaging a CFP of -1.19% over the 
last twelve months.  The CFP has been as low as -3.33%, and at -0.59% now we continue to believe these subscription 
shares offer OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL VALUE with a good amount of intrinsic value and a reasonable length of life 
remaining to December 2016.

Utilico Emerging Markets (UEM/UEMS)

With less-than-immaculate timing from our perspective, Utilico Emerging Markets announced a new issue of 
subscription shares on 3rd September, while last month’s newsletter was being printed.  Still, we are not complaining 
– investment trust issues have been thin on the ground for some time, so we are glad to welcome this one to the 
market.

The trust has issued 42,648,610 new subscription shares as a bonus to ordinary shareholders on a 1-for-5 basis, 
and trading started on 24th September under the ticker code UEMS.  Each subscription share carries the right to 
subscribe for one ordinary share at 183p on the last business day of each of February 2016, August 2016, February 
2017, August 2017 and February 2018, following which they will lapse.  Potentially, the trust could raise just over 
£78m from the subscription share exercise, and the trust says the costs of the issue were just £300,000, which 
seems reasonable to us.   For comparison’s sake, we noted that another investment trust, called Sequoia Economic 
Infrastructure, which is currently raising somewhere between £75m and £200m from an issue of ‘C’ shares, says its 
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costs should not exceed 2% of the gross proceeds.  That’s roughly five times as much as the UEMS issue, although 
of course it is not certain there will be any exercise proceeds from the subscription share issue.  Nevertheless, we 
think the subscription share issue represents good value for money in relative terms.

Just completing the terms of the subscription shares, we can confirm that time value is protected in the event of 
takeover, and that there is also provision for a final subscription trustee to be appointed after the expiry date, to 
realise any value remaining from unexercised subscription shares.

Seasoned warrant investors may know that this is not this trust’s first foray into this market – it previously had both 
warrants and subscription shares that expired (successfully) in July 2010.  The additional funds raised at that time 
have helped to build Utilico Emerging Markets into the £400m trust it is today, one of a fairly select group of global 
emerging markets trusts.  This is a sector dominated by the high-profile Templeton Emerging Markets trust, and a 
handful of other mainstream trusts, and then Utilico is a more specialist offering.

The trust’s remit is to aim for long-term total returns (not just capital growth) by investing predominantly in 
infrastructure, utility and related sectors in emerging markets.  That sounds like a fairly narrow focus, and you could 
be forgiven for thinking that by restricting the opportunity set, the managers are setting to work with one hand tied 
behind their backs.  That does not seem to be the case though, and the reality is that this trust is the top performer 
in the global emerging markets sector over the last five years and ten years, outperforming the Templeton trust 
over all periods from one month to ten years.  The managers argue that by focusing on companies that are essential 
services or monopolies, or companies with a unique product and market position, they are able to zero in on more 
reliable cashflows and to lower the risk.  The historical performance suggests this argument has some force.

The senior manager with responsibility for the portfolio is Charles Jillings of ICM Investment Management, who has 
been the manager since the trust was initially listed on the AIM in July 2005. It subsequently moved to a full listing in 
2011.  Charles explains the trust is “focused on the emerging markets, and more particularly focused on infrastructure 
and utilities in those markets. By that we would mean transport – ports, airports, toll roads; communications – 
satellite, mobile, fixed mast; and utilities – power, water, gas, waste.”  In terms of country exposure the trust has, 
predictably, a large presence in China, the biggest builder of infrastructure in the world at present.  Including Hong 
Kong, it accounts for around 28% of assets, so that’s a big factor to weigh if you are worried about slowing growth 
in China.  Next biggest is Malaysia, at 14% of assets, followed by Brazil (10%), Philippines, Romania, Thailand, and 
a number of other countries.

Charles Jillings says that the first ten years of his management have been “interesting” with “coups in Thailand, 
political change, the fallout from the challenges the west has faced, backwashed into the emerging markets.  
Obviously we’ve had very volatile markets, but we’ve delivered a compound return of 12.4%.”  Roughly 3.25% of 
that has come in the form of dividends, with the rest as capital growth.  If we are looking a historic capital returns, 
then, a reasonable base line would be 9% or so.  

In terms of the investment process for the managers, visiting all of the portfolio companies is central.  “It’s absolutely 
fundamentally important”, Charles Jillings says, explaining “if you were investing in a port, you need to understand 
all the dynamics of the port – is it a deep water port, is it a tidal port; you need to understand the connections to 
the port – strong rail links, strong road links; but even more importantly when you get into the port you need to see 
that it’s well organised.  Ports are about turning around ships efficiently – there’s a lot of investment in technology, 
in capability, and that flows through to an efficient port and therefore a growing and dynamic port – you won’t see 
that unless you go and see a port.” He denies that utilities are in any way a mundane investment, not in emerging 
markets.  He cites the trust’s investment in Shanghai Airport, which announced passenger numbers up 17% last 
year, reflecting a real dynamic growth environment.  
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Asked about the next ten years, Charles says with a wry smile “it’ll be the same, but it’ll be different.  It’ll be the 
same in as much as the emerging markets are still growing, urbanisation is still happening, the middle classes are 
still growing, that dynamic should continue.  What will be different is that countries do change – we’ve seen Brazil, 
which we were big fans of, become very challenging at the moment.  So I think our job is to try and identify where 
the investment opportunities are and put them into a portfolio.”

To us, it does make some sense to combine the inbuilt risk and growth potential of emerging markets with a more 
conservative sector approach that focuses on mature, operational investment with strong cash flow. There is no 
guarantee this will moderate the risk, and indeed during August the trust’s NAV fell by 10.6% against the MSCI 
Emerging Markets Total Return Index (sterling adjusted) down by 7.7%, but over time we feel there is a fair chance 
of good risk-adjusted returns. We generally prefer the broader geographic mix as well to the single country funds 
that currently represent the opportunity set for warrant investors. There is clearly a much higher risk attached to 
investment in a single country, whether that is India, Myanmar, Russia, or Vietnam.

The trust’s broker, Westhouse Securities, issued a research note on 27th August, suggesting investors switch from 
another emerging markets trust into UEM.  At the time, UEM shares were trading on a discount to net asset value 
of 10%, and according to the latest data we have from JPMorgan Cazenove, that discount is still at 9.9%.  Westhouse 
recommend UEM for its focus on real assets that produce significant amounts of cash flow and hence steadily 
growing dividends.

In view of the strong track record, the decent length of time to maturity, and also the opportunity to buy into 
emerging markets at a time when they are rather depressed and out of fashion, we would certainly consider adding 
Utilico Emerging Markets subscription shares to a portfolio at the right price. When we conducted our usual back 
of the envelope calculations before the start of trading, we reached a fair price of 14p, and noted as well that the 
Black-Scholes valuation came in rather lower, at 10.8p. At the very start of trading on 24th September, the price 
opened at 7p – 10p, allowing a couple of swift investors to buy in at 10p, and then it rose to finish the first day of 
trading at a mid price of 12.25p. 

Then the market took a dive, and both the ordinary share price and the subscription shares fell back again.  At 8.5p 
now (the dealing spread is back to that opening of 7p to 10p), and with the shares at 155.375p, the subscription 
shares offer high gearing of 18.3 times for a CFP of 9.52%. That seems reasonable value to us, and the CFP is more-or-
less in line with the trust’s capital returns over the last decade. Of course with the high gearing there is considerable 
risk as well, so on balance we feel these are WORTH WATCHING rather than buying straight away.  If that CFP drops 
closer to 7%, then we would likely be more interested.

Aberdeen Latin American Income subscription shares (ALAS) are living down to their unfortunate ticker code, and 
are about to expire worthless at the end of this month.  JPMorgan Overseas subscription shares (JMOS) also reach 
the end of their predetermined life on 30th October, although in reality there are a few extra days if the shares are 
close to the 986p exercise price and holders decide to leave them with the final exercise trustee (although that 
is otherwise risky as you cannot know what price may or may not be achieved).  The trust has confirmed that if 
subscription shareholders choose not to exercise their rights, then within seven days of the final subscription date 
a trustee will be appointed to act on their behalf.  The trustee then has 14 days to try and realise some value, so 
this period could stretch well into November.  It could even be Christmas by the time you get paid, as the trustee 
has up to 56 days from the final subscription date to make payments.  The trust has also confirmed that if you do 
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exercise your rights into the ordinary shares, then you will be eligible for the final dividend declared for the year 
ending 30th June 2015.

So what should you do?  Well, as always, it is a personal decision, dependent on whether you have cash available 
for exercise and whether or not you want to hold these ordinary shares, and on how you view the risk of leaving 
the decision and timing to an unknown trustee.  The outcomes from trustee exercise have not always been good 
(although they sometimes have been).  If the shares stay below the 986p exercise price then the decision is simple 
– don’t exercise them – but if the price is above, our preference is usually to take responsibility and to take up the 
rights, if you have the cash.  In this case though, with a highly geared subscription share, we understand it may not 
be easy to find the capital, in which case you may have no choice but to throw yourself on the mercy of the trustee 
and hope for a good outcome.  

It can be a strain trying to keep up with the newsflow from the natural language generation company Arria NLG.  
Perhaps we need their software to help.  On 2nd September the company said it had received another £1.9m of its 
new funding, announced in June; a fortnight later it announced the return of Sharon Daniels to its board; and on 29th 
September it announced it had been granted a fourth US patent over a feature of its programme.  The company’s 
shares have risen by 20% over the month to 38.5p, having now recouped the losses triggered by its profits warning 
at the end of April.  The warrants (NLGW) have only a loose relationship with the shares though, as we might expect 
when the shares stand at less than third of the exercise price, and they are unchanged at 8p.  As before, AVOID.

India Capital Growth Fund released its interim results for the first half of 2015 on 18th September.  The fund reported 
a 4.8% rise in NAV, beating its benchmark indices, and the chairman reported “amidst a global backdrop of impending 
US monetary tightening, Eurozone debt crises and a slowdown in China, India’s relative attractiveness to foreign 
investors has significantly increased.”  We are not sure that everyone would agree, as some investors would lump 
India into the ‘risk’ and ‘emerging markets’ categories that are perhaps regarded as less attractive against a tough 
macro backdrop.  The other main point that leapt out from his statement was that the trust stands ready to press 
the ‘early redemption’ button for the subscription shares (IGCS) if it has a chance to do so.  The statement said “the 
board is open to considering an earlier exercise of the subscription issue prior to its expiry in August 2016. However 
this is subject both to certain conditions being met prematurely, (the details of which can be found in the admission 
document on the company’s website) and if it believes that the prevailing environment presents an opportune time 
to,  to increase the size of the company’s assets allowing shareholders to add to their exposure to Indian equities. As 
ever, the board will keep shareholders fully informed of all eventualities as and when they occur.”  That is carefully 
worded, of course, but we take that as definite notice that these subscription shares may not have the full run to 
maturity in August 2016.  This suggests to us that the upside potential could well be capped here, which we don’t 
like.  We would be CAUTIOUS on the subscription shares as a result – they are not our favourite choice.

We rated Raven Russia warrants (RUSW) a SELL last month at 29.5p, and we are reiterating our ‘DEFINITE SELL’ advice 
now at 27.5p.  That is principally a valuation decision, but it is relevant as well to consider the company’s trading 
position.  Raven Russia finds itself in a tricky spot, struggling in a tough economy and against a still depreciating 
Russian currency.  In spite of what we regard as excellent management and a conservative business plan, the 
company seems likely to have some difficult times ahead.  In the first six months of 2015 it moved into a loss, albeit 
a manageable one, the value of its warehouse properties fell, it had more empty space, and its NAV was down.  
With a good cash balance and solid assets we think that Raven Russia should weather the storm, but of course that 
might last for some time.  The political situation in Russia remains tense and the position with east Ukraine remains 
uncertain.  For now, there is little the company can do except to go about its business as best it can.  Glyn Hirsch, 
Raven Russia’s chief executive, has said “we have adopted a defensive strategy in the light of the difficult economic 
conditions we are facing. Our emphasis is on cash-flow and long term security.”  That seems very sensible, and the 
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shares may have yield attractions (another reason to switch out of the warrants), but we seriously doubt whether 
we would be interested in a positive recommendation now if we were looking at the company for the first time.

Winterflood Securities issued a meeting note on Vietnam Holding on 11th September after meeting Min-Hwa Hu 
Kupfer (chairperson), Vu Quang Thinh (vice chairman and CEO of the fund’s management company) and Juerg Vontobel 
(founder of the fund) for an update.  The broker says the fund has a good performance record, with performance 
relative to the Vietnam All-Share Index particularly strong over longer time periods. The fund’s discount has tightened 
significantly over the last two years from around 29% in 2013 to almost 11% in July this year. However, the recent 
market sell off in emerging markets has seen the discount widen slightly to around 15%.  The note highlights that 
sustainable investment is at the core of the managers’ philosophy, with investment decisions made through a 
combination of financial analysis and evaluating material environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues. Through 
active engagement the managers aim to improve investee companies’ ESG performance, which they believe ultimately 
increases returns to investors. As part of this strategy the fund will not invest in industries identified as inconsistent 
with successful sustainability, including nuclear, weaponry, and distilled beverages. The manager recently sold its 
investment in Dong Phu Rubber after some controversial practices outside Vietnam came to light.

The management team uses a value investment approach to select a high conviction portfolio of up to 40 stocks 
(currently 23 with 63.5% invested in the top 10 holdings), which they believe will offer superior long-term earnings 
growth.  The fund also has a bias towards mid-cap companies (67% versus 19% for the index) and is significantly 
underweight large cap (31% versus 73%). The median market cap of the portfolio is US$122m. The fund can also 
invest in unquoted companies and currently has one holding, Century Synthetic Fiber Corp, which is a manufacturer 
of high quality synthetic yarns and is due to list towards the end of 2015.  The team also tries to identify growth 
trends and select stocks that fit in with these themes. The two key themes within the portfolio are currently domestic 
consumption (around 40% of the portfolio) and urbanisation (around 30%).  Within the latter theme they remain 
positive on the real estate sector, with the focus on affordable and mid-market housing. Exposure to the oil & gas 
sector has been reduced over the last year, with the fund’s largest holding at 31st August 2014, PetroVietnam Drilling, 
now completely sold. The fund’s holding in Hung Vuong Corp has also dropped out of the top 10, as its fish export 
business has been heavily impacted by FX movements. However it remains the fund’s only holding in the agribusiness 
theme, which has been reduced over the last few years.

Vietnam has close links with China and so the management take careful note of the apparent slowdown in its 
neighbour’s economy. However, they highlight Vietnam’s trade deficit with China, which should mean that the 
devaluation of the yuan is a positive. In addition, a significant proportion of Vietnam’s export to China is soft 
commodities, which should be resilient in a slowing economy.  The team is positive on the outlook for Vietnam, 
which has strong demographics with a young population and a working age population that is still growing. In 
addition, economic fundamentals are viewed as strong and labour costs are significantly lower than China. Vietnam 
is also expected to be one of the greatest beneficiaries of the Trans-Pacific Partnership free trade agreement that 
we talked about in the August newsletter, and the recent trade agreement directly between Vietnam and the EU 
could also become significant. Nevertheless there are some reasons for concern, including the reappearance of the 
trade deficit and the financing of the government’s 5% budget deficit as public debt closes in on the self-imposed 
limit of 65% of GDP.

The team is expecting foreign ownership limits in Vietnamese companies to continue to increase.  Saigon Securities 
recently became the first company to have its limit raised to 100%. This is seen as a potential catalyst for the country 
graduating from a Frontier Market to an Emerging Market in the MSCI Indices. They also believe that it could be 
positive for corporate governance standards over the longer term.  The team also noted that valuations currently 
look attractive with a trailing P/E of 10.7x, significantly lower than other countries in the region.
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Winterflood conclude “single country emerging market funds are clearly a niche proposition, and although this, 
combined with the relatively concentrated portfolio, adds to the risk of the fund it also offers potentially higher 
returns. The fund’s sustainable investment strategy is interesting and the emphasis on governance is particularly 
welcome in a developing market. Vietnam Holding has a strong performance record and although its NAV has fallen 
over the last year, it has held up relatively well compared with other trusts investing in Asia and emerging markets. 
The fund currently trades at a discount to NAV of 15%, which is significantly tighter than its five year average and 
reflects an active share buyback programme over the last couple of years.”

That seems a slightly non-committal summary from the fund’s brokers, and we suppose it is reasonable to turn a 
little cooler on all Asian economies as a result of the apparent slowdown in China.  Nevertheless, with valuations 
somewhat depressed as a result and some special factors that could drive demand for Vietnam stocks, we think 
there remains room for positive surprises here.

This ‘technical merit’ section is devoted to a brief overview of some of the corporate warrants that have been 
highlighted by our computer model as undervalued or overvalued.  We should just stress that this valuation is not 
based upon a full analysis, but solely upon ‘technical merit’ - ie: premium, time to expiry, capital fulcrum point 
and gearing factor.  Our undervalued selections have outperformed our overvalued selections in 259 out of 311 
months to date, an 83% success rate.  

Undervalued Warrants   Shares Warrants Exercise  Expiry   Prem  Gearing CFP 
Gresham House  315p  50.5p  323.27p 31-Dec-19  18.66% 6.2 4.83%
Ground Rents Income 110.75p  13.25p 100p  31-Aug-22  2.26% 8.4 0.37%
JPMorgan Smaller Cos 880.25p  52p  915p  30-Jun-17  9.86% 16.9 5.85%
Myanmar Investments US$1.30  US$0.65 US0.75  27-Jun-18  7.69% 2.0 5.35%
Polar Cap Global Financials 99.75p  4.75p  115p  31-Jul-17  20.05% 21.0 10.95%
Standard Life Equity Income 435.875p  113.5p 320p  31-Dec-16  -0.54% 3.8 -0.59%
Utilico Emerging Markets 155.375p  8.5p  183p  28-Feb-18  23.25% 18.3 9.52%
Vietnam Holding  US$1.735  US$0.085 US$1.998 01-Jun-17  20.06% 20.4 12.11%
Performance last month: average change +9.24% (3 rises out of 7 selections). 

Overvalued Warrants

We consider the following warrants to be overvalued on technical grounds, so if you are interested in the following 
companies then we would suggest the shares rather than the warrants (capital fulcrum points in brackets): Arria 
NLG (108.40%); Atlas Mara Co-Nvest (93.76%); Raven Russia (26.13%).
Performance last month: average change -24.37% (0 rises out of 3 selections).

After another testing month for equities, when the vast majority of call warrants dropped in value, we are at 
least pleased to report that this section may have helped to protect against some of the worst falls.  And some 
were very bad indeed.  Our ‘technically interesting’ warrants posted an average loss of 20.62%, but amongst our 
‘technically unsuitable’ selections there were some dramatic plunges, with the SF93 Standard Chartered 12.00 
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18-Dec-15 calls down by more than 86%, for example.  The average loss for this group was a swingeing 58.03%.  
This section has maintained its perfect 100% record, with the ‘technically interesting’ warrants outperforming 
the ‘technically unsuitable’ warrants in 16 out of 16 months.  There were numerous examples last month of how 
careful warrant selection can help to moderate your risks as well as to aim for strong returns in better market 
conditions.  Thus, we chose the SL15 Barclays 2.50 16-Dec-16 calls (-23.98%) over the SC98 Barclays 3.00 18-Dec-15 
calls (-72.12%); and the LC41 Whitbread 30 18-Dec-15 calls (-10.03%) over the SL04 Whitbread 55 18-Dec-15 calls 
(-43.28%).  Some of these differences in returns are huge, and whilst sceptics might argue we are simply selecting 
less volatile warrants, the consistent outperformance in all sorts of market conditions over the last 16 months proves 
that is not the case.  There are some horrible traps for the unwary in this market, and we would not want to invest 
without paying attention to technical pricing considerations.

Technically Interesting Covered Warrants

Performance last month: 0/12 risers, average change -20.62%

Technically Unsuitable Covered Warrants

Performance last month: 1/25 risers, average change -58.03%
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There have been no new covered warrants again from SG this month, although we think some may be issued 
during October.  Generally though we would not want to raise any false hopes about how this sector is likely to 
develop – a narrowing of the range to the most popular FTSE 100 and single company warrants seems more likely 
than any expansion of the range.  There was some ‘pop’ to the trading figures in late August when the volatility 
spiked, but generally the number of trades remains somewhat unimpressive – and not sufficient to draw in any 
other issuing banks at present.

SG did issue six new ‘short and leverage ETPs’ on exchange rates on 21st September, on EUR/USD, GBP/USD and JPY/
USD.  With five times daily leverage, these products (essentially trackers on 5x geared indices) are comparatively 
simple to understand and might prove useful.  Full details are available from www.sglistedproducts.co.uk.

Now that the dust has settled on its latest suite of product updates (new iPhones, a larger iPad, a new Apple TV 
box), it seems like a good time to take a fresh look at Apple before its sales really start to ramp up for the holiday 
season.  There is a good range of warrants available on the stock, which is currently trading at US$111.05, well 
below its 12-month peak of US$134.54.  The shares have predictably reacted to the negative news coming out of 
China, an important consumer market for the company, and it is of course easy to find articles that try to knock the 
company and its practices (the Times newspaper ran an article on page two on 30th September, saying the company 
has “defied calls” for police access to mobile data), but there is no doubting the quality and demand for its products.  
The company sold more than 13m iPhones in the three days after their launch last month.  

“Sales for iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus have been phenomenal, blowing past any previous first weekend sales results 
in Apple’s history,” said Tim Cook, Apple’s chief executive.  Mind you, Tim is known for his enthusiastic hyperbole, often 
saying that he “couldn’t be more excited” about his new gadgets.  A more sober voice, the Financial Times, reported 
that these sales figures did indeed beat forecasts for around 12m sales.  Our view is that these latest iterations of 
the phones provide good support for the share price, although it is of course inevitable that any company of Apple’s 
size and importance will find its shares fluctuate with market trends in the short-term.  

Chart analysis shows that the US$106 level can be an important support, where the shares have bounced before, 
and we still think there is good scope on the upside.  Canaccord Genuity has just raised its price target from US$155 
to US$160, and analysts at JPMorgan reckon it is worth buying with a price target of US$145. For more conservative 
warrant investors the LC60 Apple 42.857 18-Dec-15 calls offer straightforward short-term exposure at a discount.  
These are deep in-the-money warrants, with the strike price of US$42.857 less than half of the US$111.05 share 
price.  Gearing is 1.6 times.  If we convert the strike price and share price into sterling, they come out at £28.34 and 
£73.42, implying £45.08 of intrinsic value, which we then divide by the parity of 14.29 to reach £3.154.  That’s in 
line with the current sterling warrant price of £3.14 to £3.151 – in fact on the mid-price there is a small discount, 
hence the CFP of -2.44%.  If you are wondering, by the way, why the strike price and parity look a little odd, that’s 
because these were adjusted for a stock split.  The same is true for the LC39 Apple 85.714 18-Dec-15 calls that offer 
effective gearing of 3.65 times (and simple gearing of 4.1 times) for a CFP of 8.51%.  Those both look like decent 
value to us, whereas the remaining call warrants with longer dates all seem to be on much more demanding ratings, 
with CFPs over 20%.  

Your next newsletter is published on Saturday, 7th November.


